Synopsis: Emeralds Never Fade

On his eighth birthday, Leo Bergner receives a wonderful gift—a piano. Better still, his father arranges for an older boy named Bruno, an accomplished pianist, to visit each week and teach Leo. Unlike Bruno, Leo is a Jew, and in the days preceding World War II, the rise of atrocities aimed at the Jewish population of Germany ends Bruno’s weekly visit to the Bergner home.

Fearing for their son’s safety, his parents send Leo to stay with cousins in France. After failed attempts to convince Leo’s stubborn father to leave Germany, at last his parents flee while they still can and join him in France, but something is wrong—his mother’s emerald pendant, passed down through generations and always around her neck, is gone. Stolen during Kristallnacht.

When Germany invades Poland, many fear that France is next. The Jewish community organizes an evacuation of children to Palestine for the duration of the war, and again Leo is separated from his parents. At a kibbutz in Palestine, Leo makes new friends, but restless as a teenager and determined to end Nazi oppression, he decides to join the British army.

Though not a Jew, Bruno’s life isn’t much better. Born with a clubfoot and walking with a limp, he could not join the Hitler youth. Instead he is sentenced to desk jobs, eventually as a payroll clerk at a concentration camp. When news of the Allied advance reaches the camp, Bruno makes plans to escape. But first he steals payroll records that might prove useful later. He flees across the border into Austria and meets a priest who promises safe passage over the Alps into Italy. There he hides for months in a monastery before embarking on a voyage to Argentina.

Now a British soldier, Leo reports to England where he stumbles upon a synagogue service and meets a kind and sympathetic man. Invited for dinner, Leo is the guest of a distinguished Jewish family, and he is taken by the youngest daughter. Romance blossoms but Leo is called for duty in Cairo, then Italy and eventually Holland, from where his unit penetrates German lines and liberates a concentration camp. As the war winds down, Leo returns to London hoping to resume his romance, and she accepts his proposal. Leo and his new wife travel to France in search of his family, and finding no trace of them, he can only assume they perished in the Holocaust.

Settled in Buenos Aires and thirsting to advance, Bruno hatches a plot to blackmail his fellow Nazis—using the payroll records from the camp. His bank account swells, and mingling with prominent Argentine political figures elevates him to a position of power that fuels a string of business acquisitions. He is introduced to the beautiful daughter of an important general, and in time, she becomes his wife. For her birthday, from the cache of stolen valuables he had smuggled out of Germany, he selects the best—a stunning emerald pendant.

In Geneva, Leo begins a career in banking and his duties include weekly trips to Rome, acting as a courier of gold and precious artwork delivered to a Catholic seminary. Years later, Leo uncovers questionable accounts linked to his assignments as a courier, and he determines the deliveries were the assets of concentration camp victims. His tenacity to expose the truth risks his marriage, his career, and even his life, as hired thugs beat him within an inch of it.

After recovering from his injuries, Leo relocates to London, and his childhood friend from Israel is in town for a conference. He convinces Leo to attend the crowded event, where Leo recognizes a man with a limp. And his wife—wearing his mother’s emerald pendant. Bruno flees the scene as Leo’s frenzy ends in his collapse.

Determined to track down the emerald, Leo obtains a dossier on Bruno and books a flight to Argentina. From his hotel in Buenos Aires, he telephones Bruno to arrange a meeting they will both regret.

